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Growing up Bengali in the UK An Interview with Mona-Lisa Mukherjee
Did your family remain in close contact
with relatives in Bengal?

“Our children can potentially be blessed
with more than bilingual brains, as their
language experience can affect their
values and viewpoint. Bilinguals own
much more than two languages.”
As Colin Baker points out on page 5,
bi/multilingualism is often only one
small part of what it means to grow up
between two (or more) cultures. Food,
customs, traditions and even whole
world-views are such a vital part of our
intercultural heritage. Not only is this
important in its own right in terms of
supporting self-esteem and sense of
identity, a child's attitude to their 'other'
culture can often also play a pivotal role
in determining whether bilingual
language aquisition is successful or not.
Whether its Mona-Lisa Muklherjee's
insightful comments on her British
Asian heritage, Maria Gavrilova's article
on cultural and linguistic immersion
nursery education, or Ann Giles' article
on teaching the minority language at
home, all of our correspondents in this
issue show what a vital part culture and
heritage play in forming a balanced
multicultural identity. Ultimately this
can only be a good thing, not only for
the individual concerned, but for society
as a whole.
Finally, on a separate note, I'd like to
say a big thank you to all who
responded to our request for more
material. The BFN really cannot exist
without you, so please do keep the
stories coming.
Sami Grover
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We certainly retained close contact, and
my grandparents visited a couple of times
when we were small, but it wasn't until I
was 7 that I first visited India. After that
we started going back more regularly.
What were your first impressions on
returning to India?
It's funny, but I felt immediately at home. I
might have expected to feel a little isolated
or alienated, particularly given that I didn't
speak much Bengali. However, thanks to
growing up hearing the language, I could
actually understand a great deal. Aside
from the language, the main thing I
remember about these visits, and
something that still impresses me, is the
Mona-Lisa with her mum, Shukla
importance of hospitality in Indian culture.
Everyone was so kind and open-hearted.
Can you give a short description of your
They went out of their way to make sure
family background?
that we all felt at home. This could
sometimes be a little irritating too of
My family are originally from Kolkata
course. They don't appear to have much
(Calcutta), in Bengal, India, although I have concept of privacy. It is perfectly normal
grown up in the UK all of my life. My
for someone to just walk straight into you
brother was born in India in 1975, but my
room - something that the English side of
family moved to England a few years later. me found difficult to accept.
What was the language environment like in Now, as a grown up, one thing that I can
your family when you were growing up?
see made me feel at home was the
When we were young, my parents made a
conscious decision to speak English to me
and my brother. They were concerned that
we wouldn't pick up English and that our
education would suffer if we were spoken
to in Bengali at home. They spoke mainly
Bengali between themselves however, so
whilst my brother and I didn't learn to speak
much Bengali when we were young, we
certainly understood a fair amount.

integration of spirituality into everyday
life. I wouldn't consider myself actively
religious in terms of an organised faith or
anything, but I have always been interested
in spirituality. I guess you could categorise
my beliefs as fairly "new agey", but they
seemed to fit well with my relatives in
India. Religion wasn't something that was
parcelled off into one part of your life,
Continued on Page 2

Growing Up Bengali in the UK
Continued from Page 1
prayer was an important part of everyday
tasks. This was deeply important and
influential for me.

This is perhaps more of a love/hate thing.
Hospitality still plays a huge role and this
is wonderful, as are the close family ties. If
someone is in trouble, then you can rely on
an extended network of family and friends
to help out.

I understand you then went on to learn
Bengali?
Yes. Once we were teenagers, and it was
clear that our English was good enough,
my parents encouraged us to learn Bengali.
I attended a Bengali Saturday school from
around the age of 14 to 16 and completed
a GCSE exam [this is the standard
assessment exam for school-leavers in the
UK - Ed.] in Bengali. This was easily the
most important GCSE for me and the only
one I can say I was genuinely proud of.
Although I could already speak the
language quite well, the formal education
gave me good reading and writing skills.
My brother and I also developed our own
English/Bengali hybrid language which we
used between ourselves.

Films like “East is East” and
“Bhaji on the Beach” seem to
represent such a clichéd view
of Indian communities. The
most irritating thing is that
they are often written by
Anglo-Indian writers.

Having said that, I can also see the
negative sides to it. I find the pressure to
succeed very difficult. If a young person
doesn't do well at school, or in their career,
or if they choose a different or 'alternative'
career path, this can create a lot of gossip
You've spoken about Indian culture in
India. How about the Anglo-Indian culture or bad feeling within the community.
that you grew up with?

Equally, balancing some of the more
liberal views and attitudes that I hold with
the more conservative attitudes I see in
Indian culture can be difficult. Women, for
example, are still expected to be a wife
first, and anything else second. Whilst it is
possible to pursue a career, you still really
haven't succeeded until you are married.
And the situation is even worse for young
gay or lesbian Asians. They often have to
lead a double life, with marriages set up
just to hide their true identity.
It's very different for me now. I grew up in
Grimsby, surrounded by a large
Anglo-Indian community, so the positives
and negatives were immediately around
me. I then moved to Hull to study, and
later to Bath, both much more 'white'
towns. I now find myself missing much of
the hospitality and the community feeling,
but I also feel it would be difficult to
assimilate back in to the community and
face the pressures of "when are you going
to find yourself a nice man?" etc.
One very frustrating thing about
Anglo-Indian culture is how the
community is represented in popular

Can Signing Help Spoken-Language Aquisition?

As we all know, parenting is
essentially a series of decision
making processes. For those who are
raising children to be bilingual, these
decision making processes are
frequently more transparent and
conscious. Your decision to use
Makaton is particularly interesting.
Let me start with some background
information about how young children
start to learn language. Most parent –
child interactions are usually initiated
by the child. The child cries, points,
moves and the adult responds. For the
very young, i.e. children under 1 year,
the initiation may not be
comprehensible. It can be sound,
babble, cry etc. The mother is
guessing what the child needs. From
birth up to the age of 18 months, the
interactions are instrumental, they are
about meeting the child’s needs and
wants.

I am an Australian married to a Dane,
living in Denmark. We have two
children aged 2 and 4years of age, and
follow the one parent one language
approach. As a speech pathologist I
was worried that our children would
experience a delay in their early
speech development. I therefore used
some basic keyword signing with
them from around 10 months, as well
as lots of language stimulation. I used
Makaton sign language, a key word
sign system based on British Sign
Language in Britain and on Auslan in
Australia, which is typically used with

children with disabilities or delayed
language. I stopped signing with each
child as soon as their speech began to
develop.

These mother – child interactions
follow a distinctive pattern. The mother
repeats what she thinks the child has
said, i.e. standardises the child’s
utterance to make it resemble
something comprehensible. She is of
course, making a calculated guess at
what the child intends. She then repeats
the utterance and extends or elaborates
it in some way. This particular pattern
of interaction is sometimes called
motherese, fatherese or unclese,
depending upon the adult speaker.

sensitive to subtle distinctions in
language spoken to them. After just a
few days babies can distinguish
between the sounds (phonemes and
phonology) of the language system
spoken by their mother and other
languages. For this reason it is
important that the child is exposed to
spoken language. These vocalisations
are laying the foundations of the
languages the child is learning. It is
interesting to note that the babblings
of a 10 month old child reflect the
phonetic characteristics of their
mother’s language. So talking to your
babies is important.

The sound of language plays a very
important part in early learning.
Research suggests that even before
birth, the unborn child responds
physically to different sounds. They
move in response to music, loud
noise, and of course, the sound of the
mother’s voice. Research by Thomas
Lee Hun in Hong Kong demonstrates
that even newborn babies are

Neither child has experienced a delay
in their speech and language skills,
and I am wondering whether this was
luck or whether signing helped link
the meaning of the languages. Do
you know of any research that has
investigated using sign language to
assist children in bilingual families?
Sydelle Holmgaard, Denmark

However, learning language(s) is not
just about the sounds of language and
talking. During these early
conversations, gestures and body
language also play an important role.
Continued on Page 4

Yes and no, I guess. I've always been
concerned about justice and fairness, and
about protecting those who need help to
empower themselves. It's just always
seemed like the right thing to do, so I don't
like to think of that work as just being a
result of my own ethnic background.
Having said that, as I applied for the job, I
did become increasingly aware of how
racism can develop, and became
increasingly passionate about the
importance of doing something to stop it.
This was obviously influenced by my own
experiences.
Mona-Lisa's Dad, Sanjay
culture. Films like East is East and Bhaji
on the Beach seem to represent such a
clichéd view of Indian communities. The
most irritating thing is that they are often
written by Anglo-Indian writers. I just
think we could do a lot better and show a
more diverse, vibrant vision of what it
means to be a British Asian today.
You say you live in a much more 'white'
town now. Is racism a problem for you?
Up until 11th of September, 2001, I can
honestly say that I had experienced very
little racism. I can only remember one or
two isolated instances from my childhood.
However, soon after the attacks in New
York and Washington, I was confronted by
a young guy in Hull who started yelling at
me, telling me "I should be in
Afghanistan" and that I should be "being
bombed". I was shocked and confused. My
initial thoughts were to explain to him that
I wasn't from Afghanistan, and that my
family were Hindu, not Muslim, so he
should take his anger elsewhere. I then
thought about it, and realised how wrong
this would be. It would imply that his
anger would be justified, had he happened
to choose someone else who was a
Muslim, or was from Afghanistan. The
idea that someone could be held
accountable for someone else's actions, just
because of their skin colour, or their
religion, or culture, or nationality, was
horrible to me.
Since then I've experienced a number of
incidents of abuse. Of course, last year's
bombings in London, and the shooting of
an innocent man on the underground
afterwards, haven't helped the situation.
Many Asians are a little more careful about
what we wear, how we stand on public
transport etc. We joke about it, but you
can't help wandering what people think of
you if you are on a bus with a backpack.
You have since worked for an organisation
working to combat racism. Was this a
direct result of your own experiences?

Soon after the attacks in
New York and Washington, I
was confronted by a young
guy who started yelling at
me that "I should be in
Afghanistan" and that I
should be "being bombed".
The one sad thing about the job was that I
could see how people reacted differently
to me because of my skin colour or
heritage. The organisation, STAR Support and Training Against Racism for
Under 8s and their Workers, works with
schools and youth clubs to make sure that
they use appropriate materials which
include positive role models for all
children, something that is so important
for building a good sense of self-esteem.
This might mean making sure that picture
books depict children from all cultures, or
that teachers are aware of the cultures that
their pupils come from. Whilst I might
suggest something to a teacher about
changing their materials, displays, or
language, and they will apparently take
these comments on board, I have heard
from non-minority colleagues who have
been giving the same advice, only to hear
a response of: "Sure, great, but it is all a
bit over the top, isn't it?" If people are
reacting in this way to my advice too, then
I wish they could speak up and we could
discuss it openly.

Food, without a doubt! Food is such an
integral part of Indian culture, and
something that I absolutely hold dear. I
remember from my earliest trips to India
how dishes would often take a whole day
to prepare, with the glorious smells filling
up the house. There is no doubt that
Indians equate good hospitality with good
food. Food is love. There is actually an
Indian saying, regarding table manners.
During an Indian meal, once you've
cleared your plate, and your hostess offers
more, you can say no and you'll still get
food. Once you've cleared your plate a
second time, you can put your hands over
the plate, and you'll still get food. Once
you get to the third time of clearing your
plate, the best move is to take the plate and
hide it under the table!
One final point I'd like to make, and which
you must print, is that my Dad is the best
host, and my Mum makes the very best
curries in the world!
For more information about STAR Support and Training Against Racism for
Under 8s and their Workers:
Contact details removed
Email: contact_star@star4diversity.com
Website: www.star4diversity.com

Notes from the OPOL
Family

Moving Again
Unfortunately Suzanne-Barron Hauwert's
regular column has been postponed this
issue as Suzanne is busy moving continents
again.

Perhaps this is a slightly silly question, but
do you consider yourself Indian, English,
or both?

In the meantime, her book Language
Strategies for Bilingual Families is
available at 20% discount from:

It's not a silly question at all. I identify
with both, definitely. My Indian heritage is
a huge part of me, and I'm very proud of
it. There are so many things that have
shaped me and my personality. This is
equally true of my English heritage.

www.multilingual-matters.com

Can you name one thing in your life that
your Indian heritage has had a
particularly strong influence on?

Notes from the OPOL family should appear
as normal in the winter issue of the BFN.

You can also read more of Suzanne's
writings with the history of the OPOL
family and how it all started at:
http://opol-family.blogspot.com/

Query - Bilingualism and Signing
Continued from Page 2

AZBUKA – bringing UK minority-language
education into the 21st century

Eye contact, touch, smiles, and
movements are also important. The
young baby is even able to mirror some
face expressions. The approach you have
adopted to teaching your young children
combines spoken language with
gestures. Using these natural responses
is well established in teaching languages
to young children. They combine
physical movements (sometimes called
Total Physical Response) with spoken
language. Normal childhood activities
include learning nursery rhymes, action
rhymes and songs that capture the
child’s interest by combining words with
actions and movements. This is an
approach now increasingly used for
teaching languages in kindergarten and
primary schools. As well as teaching the
form of the language they also teach a
cultural heritage.

Maria Gavrilova

I am not aware of any research that has
been carried out into the use of Makaton
specifically. However, BSL and Auslan
are established language systems, taught
in some bilingual education
programmes. The approach you suggest
does seem to combine vocalising with
gesture and this reflects the naturalist
way in which babies approach language
learning and interactions. Makaton may
be useful for basic keyword signing, and
naming or labelling is the earliest stage
in language development. Children learn
through practice so it is not possible to
guess the role of Makaton signs in your
children’s language learning nor to
predict if they will remember them into
later childhood.
I’m sorry I can’t be of more direct help
but I do hope that you find these
comments of interest. As a speech
pathologist you may welcome a more
detailed and technical account of
learning languages in the home and
school. If so, may I recommend my
book:
Foley, J. & Thompson. L. (2003)
Learning Language: A Lifelong Process
ISBN 0-340-76282-9 (pbk)
Linda Thompson,
Nanyang Technological University

the BFN needs you...
The BFN cannot exist without the
contributions of its readers. We welcome
articles, anecdotes, queries and letters on
all aspects of language learning and
intercultural living. Please contact us to
discuss the possibilities:
info@multilingual-matters.com

the world, became a foundation of
AZBUKA org – Russian nursery, school
and Club.
AZBUKA Russian Nursery

I didn’t get my first big culture shock until
I had been living in London for about 10
years, triggered by the birth of my first
daughter. I was shocked to find so little
second language culture in this country. I
could find no Russian nurseries and, in
fact, very few foreign language nurseries
at all. I could find no purely bilingual
schools, few publications on
multilingualism, and those publications
that did exist were mostly specialist
academic research. Relatively few
second-generation children are fluent in
their mother tongue here and there was an
apparent total “multilingual void” in the
supposedly multicultural metropolis called
London. Such a renowned multicultural
city should potentially be a haven for
bilingual education and bilingualism.
My second big shock was in fact a
sub-culture shock, from my own Russian
speaking community. When we searched
for a Russian language play group and
found out there wasn’t one, this led us to
the obvious solution – start your own.
AZBUKA started with a play group and
then a proper nursery school. We were
expecting to see parents queuing up for a
place. That didn’t happen. Why?
Knowledge is everything. The absence of
accurate information and advice on
bilingualism in this country is the reason for
peoples’ fears. It is a proven fact that it is
possible to bring up a child bilingually in a
monolingual environment. The central
question - i.e. how best to do this? - should
be discussed, shared and debated by both
linguists and the general public.
Unfortunately, if there is a debate, the
subject is normally around “foreign
languages for children” and not the entirely
different issue of bilingual education.
True, many issues related to language
acquisition and bilingualism are being
constantly discovered and researched, but
certain things that have become common
knowledge and everyday practice in other
countries are not known in England. Those
basics, that have proven successful in
bilingual education programmes around

At the time of writing, I have just received
another call from a Russian family upset
that despite the home language being
Russian, their child goes to an English
nursery and at the age of 3 already speaks
mostly English with her Russian-born
friends. Yesterday I had a similar
conversation with a Russian mother and
English father whose child has been sent to
an English nursery.
Why is a minority-language nursery so
important? 2 – 5 years old is the age when
any language develops spontaneously. This
is the crucial age when children can pick
up any language through simple play and
communication with other people –
especially other children. In a country

We don’t learn Russian, we
learn through play - in
Russian. The children
acquire the language by
being immersed in the
language environment with
their classmates and peers.
where structural bilingual education
programmes are rare, the nursery stage is
the only time where you can have a solid
foundation in a minority language before
the child moves on to primary school.
When considering bilingual education,
parents often express the fear that their
child’s English will suffer. In the vast
majority of cases this proves to be
unfounded. Bilingual education in a
minority language is unlikely to affect the
child’s English, or any other ‘majority
language’. This is also supported by
research on the subject, particularly in the
USA.
In everyday life many of us may know
people who may have immigrated from
another country in early childhood.
Usually they develop the same command
of the majority language as their friends,
providing they had a standard social
exposure to the language outside the home.
From the age of 8, approximately, this
ability falls (especially regarding
pronunciation). Try to think of any of your
friends who came into the country in their

teen years or later. Some of them will
probably be OK on the conversation side,
but may well retain the strong foreign
accent for example. In the case of a
country where English dominates in all
areas of life, the pre-school age is the best
chance to acquire the foundations of the
minority language.
Minority language immersion at that age
has to be solid and consistent – a few hours
a week won’t do – a daily nursery
environment is much better. In some
European countries, sending a child to a
full-time foreign language nursery is
standard practice. So what do we do at
AZBUKA Nursery? We discover the world,
we experiment with different materials, we
learn through play, we introduce children
to music and sounds, we dance and
experiment with movements, we act, we
perform, we sing, we enjoy theatre, we
create, we read, we ask questions and learn
to think, we develop socially, we learn and
we have fun. We don’t learn Russian, we
learn through play – in Russian. Whether a
child has Russian support at home or not,
they will acquire the language by being
immersed in the language environment
with their classmates and peers.
AZBUKA Russian School
In the most successful bilingual
programmes, such as those in North
America, once the child has a solid
foundation in a second language they
continue learning a percentage of subjects
in that language in secondary school.
Unfortunately, schools like this are virtually
unheard of in the UK (the first bilingual
French school is supposed to be opening in
London), and most minority languages are
left with the Saturday school option.
Whilst it would be wrong to over
generalise, many Saturday schools have
next to no knowledge of bilingualism.
Their minority language teaching is often
based on text books designed for
monolingual kids from their own country.
Many employ very good language
teachers, but all too often they too have
little or no knowledge of bilingualism.
Some of these Saturday schools are in
effect stuck in the last century in regards to
their methodology.
Successful second language schools
have specially developed programmes,
technical resources, and teaching ideas
that have not simply been imported from
schools for monolingual children. They
should stimulate the child’s spoken
language and give them a chance and
desire to practice that language with
other children spontaneously. Special
“project based” methods are also
developed for teaching reading and
writing. Why do we communicate? What
Continued on Page 6

The Professor as Parent: Colin Baker
status in the teenage years, that it seems an
early balance towards the minority
language will ensure firm grounding before
English becomes so strong in a young
person’s life. I talked Welsh to the children
both to ensure a strong linguistic
grounding, but also to convey that I
thought Welsh was important and valuable.
Apart from writing books on bilingualism,
you and Anwen successfully raised three
bilingual children? Yet in your books you
almost never talk about your own experience.
True. Anwen and I have three fully
bilingual children – although they are now
age 20 to 25. When writing, I need to be
as general as possible. And the danger is
that my personal experience is not
generalisable. So I have tried not to use
my own family for evidence of what
works and does not work.
Were all three children’s routes to
bilingualism easy?
No. One of the three required specialist
language advice. The other two were
straightforward. The oldest, a girl, was
very language oriented and could translate
between English and Welsh at two years
of age with ease. There was a specific
moment when I realised how easy
bilingualism was for a young child. Sara,
age two, was asked by her mother in
Welsh to tell her English grandparents
that food was ready. She turned to my
mother and father and translated
perfectly. The monolinguals were
stunned; the bilinguals just thought this
was very ordinary.
The second born, a boy, always played
with language, full of witticisms and
creativity when speaking. His bilingual
humour can relieve the most tense of
situations.
The youngest experienced language delay.
He understood everything in both Welsh
and English, but would rarely speak. Some
of our friends blamed it on bilingualism. I
knew from close observation that it was
nothing to do with bilingualism. A
specialist agreed. In retrospect it seems a
combination of his two older siblings
answering for him, a preference for
mathematics and not words (he is currently
studying mathematics), and just being a
very lovable and loving ‘cool dude’.
You support OPOL – One Parent One
Language. Yet I’ve been told you spoke
Welsh to your children when they were
very young. Why is that?
I do support OPOL. The evidence is
overwhelming that it works. My concern
is when a child’s bilingualism will be a
combination of a minority language and a
majority language. Take Wales as an
example. English is so strong in the
street, shops and screen, and of such high

But was your second language Welsh a
good model?
No. My Welsh is not that proficient, so
around the age of two I gently switched to
using English with the children. We moved
from early monolingualism into OPOL and
it worked.
Do your children value their
bilingualism?
I suppose you would have to ask them.
My daughter works in a hospital and I
know her interactions with patients utilize
both languages. She recognizes that caring
for someone includes speaking their
preferred language – both for
understanding their medical care and for
building relationships. My elder son is in
a job that requires good customer relations
and he uses both languages for that
purpose. The younger son uses Welsh in
his social and love life in University, and
English in studying mathematics.
Despite them knowing that I study
bilingualism, I don’t think any of them
have read a page of what I’ve written! So
their valuing of bilingualism is gained
through experience rather than lectures.
Are the children Welsh or British or
Europeans or what?
I think they are all of these, and
sometimes differ according to who they
are with and what they are doing. I
suppose one thing I am proud of is that
they are not anti-English or anti-British.
They value different languages, different
cultures and different lifestyles. That
seems to be an important aim in raising
bilinguals, that they become tolerant of
diversity, even non-racist, due to them
operating in different cultures. Because
bilinguals have different languages, at
best they appreciate difference in others.
Our children can potentially be blessed
with more than bilingual brains, as their
language experience can affect their
values and viewpoint. Bilinguals own
much more than two languages.
Colin Baker is one of the leading
experts on bilingualism. His books,
including A Parents and Teachers
Guide to Bilingualism and the new
fourth edition of Foundations of
Bilingualism and Bilingual
Education are available at 20%
discount from:
www.multilingual-matters.com

AZBUKA - Continued from Page 5
is the language for? Trying to answer
these questions will make any Saturday
minority language school both more
enjoyable and more effective.
At AZBUKA School we have been
developing a structured Russian language
programme for bilingual kids. The
programme is designed to keep up and
develop all levels of language – both
spoken language and reading and writing
skills. We run teaching blocks that
incorporate different methods (theatre,
games, internet, new media, music, dance,
movement, game based projects etc.). The
programme is content based. It means that
if a child is interested in the content (what
the lesson is about) and methods (how the
lesson is taught) their language will be
stimulated and they will want to
communicate spontaneously. Our
programme also incorporates projects for
the children to do at home – language
support during the week, not just for the
few hours on Saturdays, is essential.
AZBUKA Russian Club
Language is linked to a culture. The
more you are interested in the culture,
the more you wish to speak the
language. Many second generation kids
become detached from the culture and
history of their parents, through no fault
of their own of course. Often they are
just unlucky not to have access to a
stimulating language school or a club or
any other cultural environment that isn’t
dominated by English. This is why, in
addition to the education programmes
above, we run AZBUKA Club which puts
on cultural events, theatre productions
and celebrations. AZBUKA Club is for
everyone – children learning Russian,
their parents, Russian language
enthusiasts, teachers and other people
who have an interest in bilingualism. It
is also there to share knowledge on
bilingual education with parents through
the events, our library and newsletter.
For me, to be bilingual and enjoy more
than one culture is a gift that is way too
important to lose. Bilingual children’s
acquisition of languages is so different
from their monolingual peers, and
understanding the nature of these
differences is everything in developing
successful educational programmes with
effective methodology that keep the
second language alive. Has anybody met
an adult speaking two languages who
was not grateful to their parents?
www.AZBUKA.org – Ofsted registered
nursery and Saturday school Club
If anyone is interested in joint projects
with AZBUKA (for any other minority

Taking Your Language Home –
Teaching the Minority Language in School Time
Ann Giles
case would be French. For Y9 she would
then be required to drop one of the
languages again, and it felt obvious it
would be the French. It appeared pointless
to start, struggle with, and stop a fourth
language when her energies could be better
used on the three she wanted to be good at.

We are a family of four living in England.
My husband is British and I am
Swedish.We have a son, Ian, who is 17
and a daughter, Helen, 13. Ever since Ian
was born we have used the OPOL method,
and it seems to have worked fairly well.
Ian now speaks Swedish fluently and
without much of an accent, reads a bit and
writes very little. He said nothing in
Swedish to me until he was seven when he
suddenly switched, having first “practised”
it on my mother for a few months.
Helen started saying things a lot earlier
and with, initially, a much better accent,
but after a while it became clear she
wasn’t progressing much from there on.
However she has always been able to
mimic my accent very closely. It took us
years to work out that Helen has Asperger
Syndrome (AS) and we had a long period
of fighting her primary school for a bit of
simple sympathy and understanding. The
move to secondary school was a good one
and she has now grown much calmer.

I was inspired by something I’d read
several years ago in the BFN about a father
who had claimed the right to teach the
minority language during school hours. I
felt this might be the way forward for us,
as Helen is generally so exhausted after her
normal school day that I couldn’t just add
more for her to do. I approached Helen’s
school referring to the parent from the
BFN and asked to be allowed to teach her
Swedish during the three one hour lessons
per fortnight when the rest of her form
learnt French. They agreed and in
September 2005 we got started. I have a
degree in English and Swedish, but very
little experience of teaching.

I was inspired by something
I’d read several years ago in
the BFN about a father who
had claimed the right to
teach the minority language
during school hours.

We started with Swedish pre-school
exercise books, to learn colours, numbers,
food and so on. Previously Helen had
always resisted being taught anything and
didn’t listen to much I tried to tell her.
Language wise Helen has been far behind Now that Swedish had turned into a school
subject I got a lot more attention. From
her brother in Swedish, but I have
early on we also tackled magazine articles
persevered, with only some words being
in Swedish, either on subjects relevant to
reinforced with a translation into English
as well. Helen has also been more cautious us or on fascinating topics like Britney
Spears. I started reading aloud from a child
with English and sometimes uses phrases
that sound like those a non-native speaker detective type of novel and Helen listened
to Harry Potter on cassette in Swedish.
might use. She’s clearly intelligent
however, and does very well at most
All in all we did both far more than her
subjects at school, as long as language
friends did in French and also less. All the
isn’t allowed to get in the way.
lessons were in Swedish and a lot of the
vocabulary was at anything but beginner’s
Last year, in Year 7 at school, she started
level. At the same time we did very little
German. This went quite well, perhaps
grammar and spelling, unlike a “proper”
because of the similarities with Swedish,
school lesson. My emphasis was always in
and Helen seemed confident. This was in
contrast to her attempt at French in an after improving Helen’s spoken language and to
make it possible for her to read occasional
school club where she simply got too
texts. I wanted to make her feel more part
bewildered and gave it up. Helen’s
secondary school starts pupils on a second of Swedish life and less like a Martian
dropped from outer space. We did try
foreign language in Year 8, which in her

vocabulary lists and writing, but even in
English that’s not really her thing.
After only a few weeks Helen started using
more Swedish when talking to me
privately. She has also grasped the idea
that it’s fairly handy to have a secret code
when you’re with other people. This was
always something that didn’t work in the
past; if I said something trying to be
discreet, Helen would suddenly get very
helpful and translate into English...
Next I introduced Helen to my family, past
and present. We go to Sweden quite a bit,
but I have very little close family left.
Apart from the people she has met a lot,
Helen has always found it difficult to
remember people and to understand about
those she’d never met. We drew a family
tree and glued photos of everyone onto a
large sheet of paper. Helen now knows not
only terms like cousin and second cousin,
but who they are. She wrote letters to those
we needed photos of or more information
from, and had letters back and email
addresses.
From here we started looking at the atlas
and went through where everyone came
from. I tried getting in a little bit of history,
made more relevant because of the
personal connection. I started writing
stories from my childhood, using the exact
language I’d have used then, and with no
allowances for a learner. My hope is that
both the language and the memories will
be useful. I can now point to a spot and say
“this is where the ice cream fell off” and
she knows what I mean. For someone who
has had such difficulty with anything
abstract that’s a giant step forward. We
also listened to some songs by one of
Sweden’s most successful pop groups
(Gyllene Tider) that are set in “our” part of
Sweden. She’d heard them before but for
the first time she could now take in the fact
that her grandmother had known the boys’
parents and that was exciting. One song
describes the road to where we spend our
summer holidays, and she can now
visualise it when she hears it.
My next idea was to ask permission to
make a school trip to Sweden. We go often
anyway, but in the company of English
speaking daddy and older brother who will
always speak English to Helen. The school
has a week in July earmarked for special
activities, so this year Helen and I will go
to Stockholm for a week, at our own
expense. The aim is to enable her to have
conversations without me, and for her to
ask for things in shops and restaurants.
We have already tried some of this by
staying longer after the May half term in
order to see the Studentexamen, or
school-leaving ceremony, of my friend’s
daughter. For me this is part of my culture,
but it always happens during English term

time, making it impossible to share with
the children. We also met up with a few
new (for Helen) relatives and she chatted
so much I didn’t know how to stop her.
Helen found herself playing with a
4-year-old at a party recently, which she
would have found hard before this year. It
made me think that she could do with
being able to read simple stories aloud, in
case she needs to entertain young ones
again. I’ve dug out some younger books
and will have Helen practise her reading
skills. Currently I find that translations of
Jacqueline Wilson and Louise Rennison
work better than the homegrown Swedish
fiction we’ve tried. Many Swedish books
for children, both recent and slightly older
have a very “ancient” style that make them
quite inaccessible to an impatient learner.

There are obviously
drawbacks to having your
teenager being able to ask
for more chocolate cake or
buying shoes in another
language, but I’ll happily
put up with that.

having your teenager being able to ask for
more chocolate cake or buying shoes in
another language, but I’ll happily put up
with that. I’ll even get Helen a copy of one
of the rather dreadful gossip magazines,
now that I can see a deeper meaning in
finding out about Crown Princess
Victoria’s boyfriend.
I can recommend this to anyone who feels
the need to do more. We can’t all have
access to Saturday school and, contrary to
what many would have us believe, not all
bilingual children are perfectly bilingual.
Whereas my main aim was to ease
conversation with my daughter, as a parent I
can’t help dreaming further afield. There are
no longer GCSE type exams in Swedish. We
have searched for some form of paper
qualification in order to formalise what is
actually quite a bit of work on the childen’s
behalf. Most of our admiring bystanders
seem to believe it just happens. Some even
believe that it happens without us talking to
the children in the second language! Some
monolinguals are horrified that I take my
children out of school on occasion “because
they already speak Swedish”. I’ll soon have
to produce a written statement explaining
what I do and why, as I rarely can think of
suitable retorts.

Helen still can’t always tell her Tuesdays
from her Thursdays, but we’ll work on that.
All in all, this has been a success, although She’s now much more tolerant of being
it didn’t quite happen as I’d imagined it. It told things, so hopefully the teaching can
continue during everyday life from now on.
has taken a lot of time, which I could
manage as I am a housewife with freedom And some of her classmates’ parents would
to use my time as I like. It has cost money, be shocked to know that their children
asked if they could learn Swedish too.
but with care I could easily have spent
less. There are obviously drawbacks to
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Glossary
Process Approach in Language Teaching: This is
particularly used in teaching children to write where
planning, drafting and revising are used to improve writing
competence. The process rather than the product is regarded
as an important learning experience.
Process Instruction: An emphasis on the activity of a
classroom, rather than creating a product. A focus on
procedures and techniques rather than on learning outcomes,
learning "how to" through inquiry rather than learning
through the transmission and memorization of knowledge.
Productive Bilingualism: Speaking and writing in the first
and second language (as well as listening and reading).
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